
Fox Rage TR Spinning Fishing Reel

Fox Rage

Product number: FR-TRS

Fox Rage TR spinning reel: A masterpiece of fishing 
technique

from 161,99 € * 161,99 €

Discover the ultimate in precision with the Fox Rage TR spinning 
reel - your new dimension in fishing

The leading edge of Fox Rage engineering: TR Series

The Fox Rage TR Series represents the ultimate in spinning reel development and is a true masterpiece of 
fishing engineering. Available in two sizes, 1500 and 2500, this series offers an unrivalled combination of 
power, precision and design that makes it the first choice for ambitious anglers.

Unrivalled quality and performance

The TR spinning reel, Fox Rage's flagship fixed spool reel, combines high quality components and advanced 
technologies:

10+1 ball bearings: experience super-smooth rotation and excellent line control for accurate casting 
and effortless retrieving.
High-quality materials: With a super-strong magnesium body, a carbon fibre-reinforced rotor and a 
CNC aluminium drive gear, this reel sets new standards in terms of robustness and reliability.
Lightweight and ergonomic: A carbon bearing cover reduces the weight, while the stylish cork/EVA 
handle offers an excellent grip even in wet conditions.

Impressive design

Not only functional, but also visually impressive, the TR spinning reel presents itself with a modern styling 



that will enhance any angler's equipment. The flat profile and slim bail arm emphasise the aesthetic design 
without compromising on performance.

The right choice for every angler

Whether you prefer the lightness of the 1500 version with a gear ratio of 6.2:1 or the power of the 2500 
version with a gear ratio of 5.1:1 - the TR series offers the right reel for every style and every situation.

Technical details that make the difference

Grippy spool band: Secures your braided line without slipping.
Front drag & anti-reverse: For precise control in critical moments.
Spare spools: Available for customisation and longer sessions.

The Fox Rage TR Spinning Reel is more than just a fishing reel; it's a promise of quality, performance and 
style. Take the next step in your fishing career and see how this reel not only meets your expectations, but 
exceeds them.

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/?force_sid=67656b69204d743126514645c5c3efa2

